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FIRECHIEF MULTIMIST 
6L WATERMIST 
EXTINGUISHER

MODEL: 

FWM6A

• Environmentally friendly 
• Easy, ergonomic operation 
• Fast and effective extinguishing
• Economical servicing and maintenance 
• Squeeze grip operation of the valve 

enables temporary interruption of 
extinguishing 

• Can be refilled multiple times 
• Extinguisher cylinder is finished in 

polyester paint, so is resistant to UV 
radiation 

• BSI Kitemarked to EN3 
and manufactured to Safety 
DirectivePED/2014/68/UE

KM640707
BS EN3

0062
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MODEL: 

FWM6A

FIRECHIEF MULTIMIST 
6L WATERMIST 
EXTINGUISHER
This new multimist extinguisher is designed to combat Class A, F fires 
and is safe for inadvertent use on electrically started fires. This is how 
the system keeps your property and the environment safe: Utilising a 
specially designed nozzle, the multimist extinguisher generates a fine 
mist of water molecules. These tiny ‘water mist’ droplets have a sur-
face area coverage many times higher than water in its natural state. 

The principle is simple: the smaller the particles of water, the further 
they spread and the faster they cool. On contact with the flames, the 
water mist turns into steam and envelopes the fire. This blanket effect 
cools the blaze down and brings the oxygen supply to below com-
bustion levels. Without oxygen or heat, the fire dies out and because 
this isn’t water in its natural state, the dangers of electrocution and 
flooding are eliminated. 

This powerful, reliable, efficient extinguisher can be used on most 
classes of fire and what’s more, since no synthetics or chemicals are 
used in the process, multimist causes absolutely no collateral damage. It 
just stops a fire dead in its tracks.

Model FWM6A
Product Code 100-1672

Description Firechief Multimist 6L 
Watermist Extinguisher

Capacity (l/kg) 6

Fire Rating 13A 25F

MED Approval No

Throw Range (m) -

Discharge Time (secs) 9

Working Pressure (bar) 15

Temperature Range (ºC) +5/+60

Product Height (mm) 532

Product Diameter (mm) 160

Filled Weight (kg)* 9.2

Carton Height (mm) 510

Carton Length (mm) 180

Carton Width (mm) 180

Packaged Weight (kg)** 9.6

Product EAN 5055377962104

Specifications

* Extinguisher, contents and plastic base only - not including hose, 
bracket or packaging.
** Includes all packaging, hose / horn and bracket.


